
The Ultimate Guide to Sister Sarah Blackjack
Cards Counting - Uncover the Secrets of
Winning!
:

When it comes to casino games, blackjack has always stood out as a favorite
among gamblers. It's a game that blends strategy, skill, and luck, making it an
exhilarating and challenging experience. Sister Sarah, a legendary blackjack
player, has mastered the art of card counting, a technique that can significantly
enhance your chances of winning at the blackjack table. In this comprehensive
guide, we will delve into the world of Sister Sarah's blackjack card counting
strategies, revealing the secrets behind her incredible success. Get ready to
revolutionize your blackjack game!

Understanding Card Counting:

Card counting is a technique used by skilled blackjack players to keep track of
the cards that have been dealt and assess the remaining cards in the shoe. It
allows players to make more informed decisions by giving them an idea of the
probability of certain cards being dealt. Sister Sarah's card counting system goes
beyond basic strategies. She has honed her skills over years of practice and has
developed an advanced method that has proven to be highly effective.

The Sister Sarah Blackjack Card Counting System:

Sister Sarah's blackjack card counting system is based on a complex set of
assigned values to each card. These values help players estimate the count as
the cards are dealt. By maintaining a running count and adjusting their bets
accordingly, players can gain a significant advantage over the house.
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The system employs the popular Hi-Lo method, where each deck is assigned a
specific value. The low cards (2-6) are assigned a value of +1, while the high
cards (10-Ace) are assigned a value of -1. The middle cards (7-9) have a neutral
value of 0. Adding up the card values as they appear on the table gives players
an overall count that helps them make smarter decisions in their gameplay
strategies.

Mastering Sister Sarah's Card Counting Techniques:

While Sister Sarah's card counting system may seem daunting at first, with
practice, dedication, and focus, you will be able to master it like a pro. This
section provides step-by-step instructions on how to develop your skills in card
counting using Sister Sarah's techniques.

Step 1: Understanding the Basic Strategy

Before diving into card counting, it is essential to have a strong grasp of the basic
blackjack strategy. This strategy ensures that you make correct decisions
regarding hitting, standing, doubling down, or splitting, based on your hand and
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the dealer's upcard. Sister Sarah's card counting system works in conjunction
with the basic strategy, so a good foundation is crucial.

Step 2: Memorizing the Card Values

The key to successful card counting is to memorize the assigned values for each
card. Spend ample time familiarizing yourself with the system and practice
keeping track of the counts as the cards are dealt. Sister Sarah recommends
using flashcards to test your memory and improve your recall speed.

Step 3: Honing Your Counting Skills

Take every opportunity to refine your card counting skills. Practicing with online
blackjack games, simulating real-life casino conditions, will help you become
more proficient in keeping an accurate count even under pressure. Sister Sarah
suggests timing your counting sessions to simulate the fast pace of a crowded
casino.

Step 4: Bankroll Management

Effective bankroll management is a critical component of successful blackjack
card counting. Sister Sarah advises players to have a dedicated bankroll,
separate from personal finances. Additionally, she emphasizes the importance of
setting win and loss limits to prevent emotions from influencing your gameplay.

Step 5: Applying Sister Sarah's Advanced Techniques

Sister Sarah has developed advanced techniques to take card counting to the
next level. She shares these secrets exclusively in this guide, revealing strategies
to camouflage your counting, enhance your bet spreads, and deal with various
table conditions. By incorporating these techniques into your gameplay, you can
boost your edge against the house even further.



The Benefits of Sister Sarah's Card Counting System:

Sister Sarah's card counting system offers numerous advantages to blackjack
players. By effectively counting cards, you can make better decisions and
increase the likelihood of ending up with a winning hand. With her advanced
techniques, Sister Sarah has achieved phenomenal success in her blackjack
journey, and now she is sharing her knowledge to help others achieve the same
level of excellence.

Additionally, learning and mastering card counting adds an extra layer of
excitement and challenge to the game. As you develop your skills and see the
positive impact on your gameplay, you will gain a deeper appreciation for the
intricacies of blackjack.

:

As you embark on your journey to master the art of blackjack card counting,
Sister Sarah's guidance will prove invaluable. Armed with her advanced
strategies and tips, you will be well-equipped to take on the blackjack tables with
confidence, skill, and determination. Remember, practice is key, so commit to
honing your card counting skills regularly. With persistence and Sister Sarah's
guidance, you may just become the next legendary blackjack player!
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SISTER SARAH'S BLACKJACK CARDS COUNTING

BEAT THE DEALER

A WINNING STRATEGY BASE ON COUNTING

Exampler#3327h

WAYS TO DEAL TWO-CARD BLACKJACK HANDS

STEP#1
Dealer deals TWO cards each..

1.D,AH
2.D,JS
3.D,2H
4.D,7D
5.D,AC

D=face down

STEP#2
I'm number 4 player

4.D,7D

I have JD and a 7D
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Total is 17

STEP#3
If we used the last two Cards total.. is 17

STEP#4
So I lookup 17 these chart below

17 is Yes-Yes:

17=1

17 is Skip-Skip:

17=2

17 is No-No:

17=3

STEP#5
look-up your cards totals..was 17

We use Yes-Yes Cards Chart..

Dealer's total
17=1



Dealer shows
17=none

Player's hard total
17=3

Player's Soft total
17=1

Player's Standing total
17=2

STEP#5
So we check the rest of our cards..

4.D,7D

I have JD and a 7D

Total is 17

Player's Standing total

17=2

JD=3

7D=2

17 =2



STEP#6
1.Next card will be deal is below ..

17=2

2.
5,8,Q,2,

2.Yes-Yes Player's Standing total
17=2

2.
5,8,11,14,17,20,
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